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Turning a Hot Air Balloon Ornament

                         

Introduction
A few years ago, I started turning ornaments for my friends’ grandchildren and the neighborhood 
kids for Christmas. As the number grew, I needed to come up with a new and different idea for 
Christmas ornaments.  In 2012 I came up with a Hot Air Balloon ornament.
I wanted the ornaments to be colorful like the hot air balloons you see at the festivals. Since I 
would be painting whatever wood the balloons were made of I could use any scrap in my shop.  I 
use Argentine Osage Orange for the gondola or basket that hangs from the balloon because this 
wood is similar to a basket material in color. 

Design Considerations 
Hot air balloons come in all shapes and colors. The shape of a hot air balloon ornament has to 
appear to be a balloon that could float in the wind as if it were a real hot air balloon. Since hot air 
balloons are colorful, turned hot air balloon ornaments need to be painted to resemble the real 
thing.  Bright colored designs are best and give way to unlimited patterns and designs of color and 
form. Ideas for coloring the ornaments came from magazines, on-line photos, television scenes and 
books.
An ornament by nature should be light weight and hang freely from a hook or other attachment.  
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Hollowing the balloon and the gondola will rid the ornament of most of its unneeded weight. 
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Turning the Balloon

                                    
                      figure 1                            figure 2

     
                    figure 3                                   figure 4                                   figure 5

First, place a blank 2“ x 2” x 6” (fig.1) between centers and turn it to a cylinder with a 
roughing gouge. 

1.

Then turn a tenon on one end for chucking (fig.2). A tenon can be easily made by using a 
skew or a 3/8” beading/parting tool.

2.

The next step is to chuck up the cylinder (fig.3) and turn a 3/4”diameter bottom for the 
balloon. To do this use a 1/2” spindle gouge. Over time, I have seen balloons of all shapes 
and sizes. The shape of my balloons are  slightly oblong globes pinched in to a tapered base 
or bottom. 

3.

This shape is created by turning a half cove (figs 4 & 5). 4.
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                figure 6                                      figure 7    figure 8

Hollow the Balloon

        To establish the depth for hollowing, place a drill chuck in the tailstock. 

Next  turn a large bead connected to the half cove to form remaining the balloon shape (figs. 
6&7)

5.

Leave the balloon attached to the blank so that you are able to hollow the inside (fig. 8). After 
hollowing you will finish shaping the balloon, sand it, and part it off.

6.

Now that the balloon shape has been established it is time to hollow the inside of the balloon.1.

Using a 1/2” Fortsner bit drill a hole into the balloon to a depth approximately 3/16” from the 2.
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Skew option:

3

I usually leave the wall thickness about 1/8”. Since this is an ornament and you want it to hang 
down it is okay for the balloon to be thicker at the bottom after hollowing.

  
               figure 9          figure 10        figure 11

Hollowing tool option:
Another way to hollow the balloon is to use 1/4“ hollowing tools. 

top of the balloon. (fig. 9). 

After drilling, hollow the globe. There are many tools that can be used to successfully 
accomplish hollowing. I like to use the toe of a 1/4” round skew (fig. 10) with the tool rest just 
above center, and placed as close as possible without hitting the balloon (fig. 11). 

3.

Present the skew flat on the tool rest with the toe pointing toward the inside left edge of the 
balloon. Keeping the tool level on the tool rest push the tool into the wood following the 
outside shape of the balloon as it cuts.            

4.

 First  hollow with a straight hollowing tool (fig 12) and work my way from the center of the 
drilled hole out to the left side wall of the balloon. To do this start at the opening of the drilled-
hole and work down the inside of the balloon. 

5.

Having gone as far to the left as the straight tool will allow, use a 45 degree angle hollowing 
tool (fig. 13) and  work the tool to the left inside of the balloon as far as the angle of the tool 
will allow.  

6.

Hollowing to the final wall thickness is then done by using a 60 degree hollowing tool. This 
tool is used to achieve the final wall thickness (fig. 14).

7.
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                figure 12                     figure 13                                   figure 14

4

Finish shaping the Balloon
Once the balloon is hollowed, it is time to finish shaping the top of the balloon (fig 15).  Leave 
enough wood at the top of the balloon so that you can sand the exterior to 220 grit. After sanding is 
completed, part the balloon off (fig. 16), clean up any nib, and sand the parted surface (fig.17). 

   
              figure 15     figure 16                                           figure 17

Preparing the Balloon for Painting
Since a smooth surface is best for painting designs and colors,  paint the balloon with at least three 
thin coats of white gesso.   
After the gesso dries sand the surface lightly with 320 grit sandpaper. To do this  turn a jam chuck 
out of scrap (fig. 18) to fit the hole that has been hollowed in the balloon. You want the jam chuck 
to fit the hole that has been hollowed in the balloon tight but not so tight as to cause a crack or split. 
Hint: If the jam chuck is a little loose, place a piece some wet paper towel over the length of the 
jam chuck. This will cause the woods to swell slightly (fig. 19). Next place the balloon over the wet 
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paper towel and onto the jam chuck. If one thickness of moist paper towel does not do-the- trick try 
two thicknesses. Then turn and hold the 320 grit sand paper underneath the balloon to effect the 
smoothness of the surface (fig. 20). Note: Remove or move the tool rest out of the way before 
sanding. NEVER sand with the tool rest near spinning wood.  With the lathe speed to around 200-
350 rpms lightly sand with 320 girt until the surface is smooth. It does not take much time or 
pressure. The idea here is to sand until the gesso is smooth.  If you do sand through the gesso, you 
can repaint the area, and let the gesso dry before jam chucking and sanding the balloon again.

  
              figure 18                                     figure 19     figure 20

5
Turning the Gondola or Basket
To turn the gondola I place a 3/4” square 3” long piece of Argentine Osage Orange (fig. 21) in a 
chuck and turn a cylinder. Then taper the cylinder from the tailstock to about 5/8“ long wide end 
toward the head stock (fig. 22). The top of the gondola should be the wider end of the taper at the 
tailstock end. Next  roll a bead at the top and bottom of the gondola (fig. 23).  These two  beads 
should only be about 1/16” wide. 

   
           figure 21    figure 22   figure 23

B b B
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Texturing the Gondola
After turning the beads on the tapered cylinder it is time to texture the woven straw pattern on the 
outside of the gondola.
Texturing the outside “straw” of the gondola is done by tilting a  mini texturing tool to one side at 
about a 40 degree angle and drawing it down the surface between the two beads on the outside of 
the gondola (fig. 24). Next, tilt the texturing tool in the opposite direction at 40 degrees and again 
draw it down the surface between the two beads (fig. 25). 
Turn the lathe off and see if you are getting the effect you want. You should have what appears to 
be a basket weave look (fig. 26).
If the texturing is not deep enough, repeat the previous two tilting draws of the texturing tool while 
pressing slightly more on the tool. 

6

After texturing the gondola Now hollow the basket to at least 1/4“ deep and 3/8” to 1/2“ wide 
using a 1/4“skew or spindle gouge.  Then part the gondola off (fig. 27).

   
                figure 24                                figure 25          figure 26
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figure 27

Painting the Balloon
Use acrylic paints because they dry fast, colors are bright and easy to mix. 
There are hundreds of pictures of hot air balloons in books, magazines and on-line to gain painting 
ideas from.                                          
If your lathe has indexing:
You can use the indexing on your lathe to section off areas to color and make geometric patterns on 
the balloon surface for painting. 
First, count the number of holes in the indexing wheel (48) on my lathe. In this section 6 and 8 
sections will be described using indexing. Divide the number of holes (48 usually ) by 6 and 8.  
Mark one of the indexing holes as the starting or "0" hole. Then count the number of holes to the 
first hole for a 6 section balloons (hole #8). The second hole is hole #16. The third hole is hole #24 
and so on. For these 6 marked holes use a blue Sharpie to identify them. Do the same thing for the 
8 section balloons. These holes were every 6 th hole around the indexing wheel starting at “0” 
hole. Use a black Sharpie to mark these holes. Now with the holes marked on the indexing wheel, 
6 or 8 evenly spaced vertical lines can be marked on just about any piece that can be put on the 
lathe. 
While the balloon is still jam chucked set the index wheel on the "0" hole. Then with the tool rest 
as close as possible to the balloon without touching  it make a line from the top to the bottom of the 
balloon using the tool rest as a guide. Repeat this process for each of the blue marked holes for 6 
spirals, or black marked holes for the 8 spirals depending on the number of spirals desired

7
Figures 28 & 29 show the 8 vertical lines draw on the surface of the gesso painted balloon.
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             figure 27        figure 28   figure 29

Painting Spirals
In order to make and paint spirals the next step is to mark horizontal lines. These lines are simpler 
to mark. Turn the lathe on at about 500 RPM's and make a pencil line 1/4 " from the top of the 
balloon and then make 4 more lines at about 1/2" spaced intervals (fig. 30). There should be 5 
horizontal rings and 6 vertical pencil lines on the 6 spiral balloons and 8 vertical lines for 8 spirals. 
To draw the spirals start at one of the intersecting points on the top horizontal ring and draw a line 
down to the next horizontal ring, but, instead of going straight aim for the point of intersection of 
the next vertical line over to the left of my starting line (fig. 31). The line should be a diagonal with 
a slight curve. Continue drawing this line connecting intersecting points and moving one 
intersection to the left each line down (fig 32). When you reach the bottom of the balloon there 
should be a continuous spiral from the top starting point to the bottom. Go back to the top ring and 
repeat what was just done but start at the intersecting point and continue diagonally to the left to the 
next intersection down. Once all of the intersecting points on the top ring are used there should be 
an even set of spirals drawn on the balloon (fig 33). 
By adding more vertical and/or horizontal lines very complex painting patterns can be made.

  
              figure 30                                figure 31                               figure 32
Note: I have found that by wood burning the spiral lines into the balloon's surface it is easier to 
keep paints separated (figs.33&34). The pencil lines in the figures used in this article are made 
dark so that they show up in the pictures. Typically I make very light pencil lines for marking 
patterns on the gesso painted surface of balloons.
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figure 33            figure 34

Attaching the Gondola to the Balloon
Now that the balloon has been painted it is time to attach the gondola.
 Note: I use a small 1/16” diameter wrapped silk cord to attach the gondola to the balloon. Most 
craft stores carry this cord in their beading supplies section. 
Cut four equal lengths of the cord about 1 ¼”  long. Use thin super glue to connect the cords to the 
balloon and gondola. Make four equal distance marks on the inside of the gondola and the balloon. 
Place a small drop of glue on one of the marks inside the gondola and place one end of one of the 
pieces of cord in the glue and hold it there until it dries. Then, place a drop of glue on another mark 
inside the gondola and place one end of another cord in this drop of glue holding it in place until 
the glue dries. Repeat this two more times until you have four pieces of cord sticking out from the 
gondola equal distance apart. Now you are ready to glue the unglued ends of the four cords to the 
balloon. Place a drop of glue on one of the marks on the inside of the balloon. Now place and hold 
one of the ends of cord in the glue until it dries. You will do this three more times until all four of 
the cords are attached to the balloon. Note: Glue the cords on the balloon in the same order as you 
glued them to the gondola or your cords may be crossed when you finish.

    
  figure 36    figure 37   figure 38
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      figure 39    figure 40   figure 41

Wood needed for a 2” Hot Air Balloon:
1-2” X 2” X 5“ piece of hard wood 
1- ¾ “ X  ¾ “ X 3” piece of Argentine Osage Orange, Yellow Heart or Chakte viga

 
Tools needed for turning:
Roughing gouge
3/8” or 1/2” spindle gouge
Parting tool
1/4” Round skew or set of ¼” hollowing tools
Skew or 3/8” beading parting tool
Mini Texturing tool
Chuck with #1 and #2 jaws
Sandpaper up to 320 grit
Calipers
Ruler
Drill chuck
1/2“ Forstner bit
Optional wood burner & tip

Things needed for decorating:
Pencil
Small water base Paint brushes
White gesso
Acrylic paints
Clear Gloss acrylic finish (Minwax Polycrylic or other brand)
Thin CA glue
Small craft cord (silk beading cord works well)
Scissors or X-acto blade
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Gallery of Hot Air Balloons
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